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C2 General

EMFs are a type of radiation you absorb from WiFi, 
cell phones, laptops, and other everyday electronic 
devices. The problem is that man-made technologies 
emit way more EMFs than anything found in nature.

EMFs include cell phones, WI-FI computers, 
microwaves, satellites, tvs, radio and power lines!

Studies also show that EMFs can mess with your 
sleep quality. So we need to start taking action. 

❖ Turn off ALL dirty electricity in your bedroom.
❖ Keep your cell phone out of reach while you sleep. 
❖ Turn off your Wi-Fi at bedtime. When it comes to 

quality sleep and protecting your brain, this is a 
must.

❖ Buy an EMF-Protecting Device. The best company 
I’ve found is Somavedic.

Respect your sleep

Protect your sleep from EMF
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Blue light is high energy light that is emitted from artificial 
light sources such as TV, cellphone, house lights, computer 
screen etc..

Too much exposure to blue light during the daytime leads to 
issues such as dry eyes, digital eye strain, while after sunset 
it disrupts our body’s production of melatonin which harms 
our sleep quality and leaves us feeling tired the next day.

Blue light is essential during the daytime as it helps us feel 
great and keep active, however there is too much blue light 
in our digital devices, work and home environment which is 
leading to an epidemic of digital eye strain.

One of the biggest problems with blue light exposure after 
dark is that it tricks the brain into thinking it's daytime, which 
keeps stress levels high and damages our sleep.

Respect your sleep

Protect your sleep from Blue Light
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Respect your sleep

Create you own light environment

Red light is soothing, relaxing and will help you sleep faster 
and better.
Replace Fluorescent light bulbs with Incandescent on that 
have a full light spectrum to create your unique bedroom 
environment.
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Blue light 

blocking glasses

Block 100% of the blue 

light

Blublox

Negative ion

Ionizer

Negative ions

Air-purifier

Xiaomi Smart Air 
Purifier

Ionizing 

Plants

Any indoor 

plant is perfect

Full spectrum

bulbs

Any indoor plant is

perfect

Xiaomi Smart Lamp
Blublox Lumi

Use : ketontrack15 for all Blublox products

EMF Protection

Protect yourself from

EMF

Somadevic

http://blublox.com/
https://www.amazon.de/Xiaomi-Purifier-Luftreiniger-Bianco-Einheitsgr%C3%B6%C3%9Fe/dp/B07ZV7BDXZ/ref=asc_df_B07ZV7BDXZ/?tag=googshopde-21&linkCode=df0&hvadid=407131503530&hvpos=&hvnetw=g&hvrand=2069387956239567804&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvqmt=&hvdev=c&hvdvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=9043871&hvtargid=pla-909376177917&psc=1&th=1&psc=1&tag=&ref=&adgrpid=86447256185&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvadid=407131503530&hvpos=&hvnetw=g&hvrand=2069387956239567804&hvqmt=&hvdev=c&hvdvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=9043871&hvtargid=pla-909376177917
https://www.amazon.de/-/en/gp/product/B07KCVYQHQ/ref=ox_sc_act_title_4?smid=A301WKE65PGVT5&psc=1
https://www.blublox.com/collections/lumi-light-bulbs
https://somavedic.eu/collections/all

